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The problem of finding the minimum rank over all symmetric ma-
trices corresponding to a given graph has grown in interest recently.
It is well known that the minimum rank of any graph is bounded
above by the clique cover number, the minimum number of cliques
needed to cover all edges of the graph.We generalize the idea of the
clique cover number by defining the rank sum of a cover to be the
sumof theminimum ranks of the graphs in the cover. Using this idea
we obtain a combinatorial solution to the minimum rank problem
for an outerplanar graph. As a consequence theminimum rank of an
outerplanar graph is field independent and all outerplanar graphs
have a universally optimal matrix. We also consider implications of
the main result to the inverse inertia problem.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph with vertex set V = {1, 2, . . . , n} and edge set E. Let F be a field.
Define SF(G) as the set all n × n, F-valued symmetric matrices A = [aij] with aij = 0, i = j if and
only if ij ∈ E. In other words an off-diagonal entry aij of A is nonzero if and only if there is an edge
between vertices i and j inG. BymrF(G)we denote the smallest possible rank of anymatrix A ∈ SF(G).
Similarly MF(G) is used to denote the largest possible nullity of a matrix A ∈ SF(G). Note that for all
G, F , MF(G) + mrF(G) = n. When F = R we will simply use S(G), M(G), and mr(G). A survey of
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results up to about 2007 concerning the minimum rank of a graph can be found in [8]. The interest in
the Minimum Rank Problem for a Graph and its related problems continues to grow.
Finding the minimum rank of an arbitrary graph is difficult. One natural idea for determining the
minimum rank of a graph G is to cover G with smaller graphs whose minimum ranks are known. A
cover for a graph G is a collection C of subgraphs of G such that every edge and vertex of G is in at
least one graph of C. The rank sum, of a cover C, denoted rs(C), is the sum of the minimum ranks of the
graphs in C. It is easy to show that for any cover C of a graph G, rs(C)  mr(G).
Let T be a collection of graphs. A cover C is said to be of type T if every graph in C belongs to T .
The clique cover number of a graph G, denoted cc(G), is defined as the minimum number of cliques
needed to cover G. Let K be the collection of all cliques. Since mr(Kn) = 1 for n > 1,
cc(G) = min{rs(C) | C is of type K}.
Question 1.1. For what graphs does cc(G) = mr(G)?
This question has been studied somewhat. For example in [9] it is shown that if G is the line graph
of a tree, then cc(G) = mr(G). A more general pair of questions would be the following.
Question 1.2. Given a collection of graphs T , for which graphs does there exist a cover C of type T , such
that rs(C) = mr(G)?
Question 1.3. Given a family of graphs, does there exist a cover type T such that for each graph G in the
family there exists a cover C of type T such that rs(C) = mr(G)?
In this paper the family of outerplanar graphs is considered. A graph is outerplanar if there exists a
(planar) drawing inwhich every vertex lies on the outer face. A factwhichwill be exploited throughout
this paper is that all outerplanar graphs have a vertex of degree less than or equal to two. Two recent
results concerning outerplanar graphs can be found in [13,3]. In the former the path cover number
is shown to be an upperbound for the maximum nullity of an outerplanar graph. In the latter it was
shown that for outerplanar graphs themaximumpositive semidefinite nullity is equal to the tree cover
number.
Our main result is that for every outerplanar graph G, there exists a cover C consisting of cliques,
cycles, and stars such that rs(C)= mr(G). This result leads to showing that the minimum rank of an
outerplanar graph is field independent and that all outerplanar graphs are inertially balanced and
have a universally optimal matrix. There is a similar result utilizing covers consisting of cliques and
cycles to determine mr+(G) when G is outerplanar. Inertially arbitrary outerplanar graphs are char-
acterized as well.
2. Preliminaries
We will define a few basic graphs that we will be using throughout this paper. The complete graph
or clique on n vertices, denoted Kn, is the graph where every pair of vertices is adjacent. The complete
bipartite graph, denoted Km,n, is defined as the complement of Km ∪ Kn. The star on n  3 vertices,
denoted Sn, is the complete bipartite graph K1,n−1. The cycle on n  3 vertices, denoted Cn, is the
unique connected 2-regular graph on n vertices . Finally, we define the diamond and the bowtie to be
graphs pictured below:
While the original proofs of the next two results were only considered over R, it was noted later
that both results are independent of the choice of field. Therefore we modify the original statements
to reflect that fact.
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Lemma 2.1 [11, Proposition 2.1]. Let F be a field and G a graph. For any vertex v in V(G),
mrF(G − v) + 2  mrF(G)  mrF(G − v).
For any edge e in E(G),
mrF(G − e) + 1  mrF(G)  mrF(G − e) − 1.
A separation (G1, G2) of a graph G is a pair of subgraphs G1 = (V1, E1), G2 = (V2, E2) such that
V1 ∪ V2 = V , E1 ∪ E2 = E, and E1 ∩ E2 = ∅. The order of a separation is |V1 ∩ V2|. A k-separation is a
separation of order k. Since outerplanar graphs have a vertex of degree two or less, outerplanar graphs
have a k-separation where k  2.
At times it is convenient to create a graphwith a k-separation from other graphs. Let G1 = (V1, E1)
andG2 = (V2, E2)begraphssuch thatE1∩E2 = ∅. Label avertex ineachgraphv1 so thatV1∩V2 = {v1}.
The graphG1∪G2 is the vertex-sum at v ofG1 andG2. For example the bowtie graph is the vertex sumof
K3 with itself. Continuingwith this idea, label another vertex in eachgraphv2 so thatV1∩V2 = {v1, v2}.
Now the graph G1 ∪ G2 is the vertex-sum at v1, v2 of G1 and G2. For example label the two pendant
vertices of P3, u and v as well as two vertices of K3. With such a labeling the vertex-sum at u, v of P3
and K3 is the diamond.
Theorem 2.2 [10, Theorem 16, 2, Theorem 2.3]. Let F be a field and G be a vertex-sum at v of G1 and G2.
Then
mrF(G) = min{mrF(G1) + mrF(G2),mrF(G1 − v) + mrF(G2 − v) + 2}
In [14] SF(G) is extended to allow multiple edges to join a pair of vertices. If more than one edge
joins two vertices, the edges joining the vertices are called parallel edges.
Definition 2.3. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with parallel edges with V = {1, 2, . . . , n}. We denote by
F2 the fieldwith exactly two elements. If F = F2, we define SF(G) as the set of all F-valued symmetric
n × nmatrices A = [aij] with
(1) aij = 0 if i = j and i and j are not adjacent,
(2) aij = 0 if i = j and there is exactly one edge joining i and j,
(3) aij ∈ F if i = j and there is more than one edge joining i and j,
(4) aii ∈ F for all i ∈ V .
If F = F2, we define SF2(G) as the set of all F2-valued symmetric n × nmatrices A = [aij] with
(1) aij = 0 if i = j and there is an odd number of edges joining i and j,
(2) aij = 0 if i = j and there is an even number of edges joining i and j,
(3) aii ∈ F2 for all i ∈ V .
Remark. Let F = F2 be a field and G be a graph with parallel edges. Note that in the extended
definition of SF(G), when there are parallel edges the entry in thematrix corresponding to the parallel
edges can either be zero or nonzero. This motivates the following definition. For each set of parallel
edges joining a pair of vertices i, j, either delete thewhole set or delete all but one of the parallel edges
in the set. The resulting simple graph is a simple realization of G and
mrF(G) = min{mrF(H)|H is a simple realization of G}.
Thus finding the minimum rank of a graph with k sets of parallel edges is reduced to finding the
minimum rank of 2k simple graphs.
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For F = F2, if there is an odd number of edges joining i and j, delete all but one of the edges and
if there is an even number of edges joining i and j, delete them all. Thus there is exactly one simple
realization for G. If H is the simple realization of G, then mrF2(G) = mrF2(H).
Before citing the next theorem we discuss what it means to identify two vertices in a graph. By
identifying two vertices v1 and v2 in a graph G, we create a new graph denoted G/v1v2. The vertex set
of G/v1v2 consists of all vertices of G except v1 and v2 which are replaced by a new vertex v. Any edges
joining v1 and v2 are deleted and all other edges which are incident to either v1 or v2 in G are made
incident to v in G/v1v2. Any edge in G which is not incident to either v1 or v2 remains in the edge set
of G/v1v2. Note that if the intersection of the neighborhoods of v1 and v2 is nonempty, then G/v1v2 is
a graph with parallel edges. Equivalently, G/v1v2 is the graph obtained from G by inserting the edge
v1v2 if not present, and then contracting the edge v1v2.
Theorem 2.4 [14, Corollary 15]. Let F be a field, let (G1, G2) be a 2-separation of G, and let H1 and
H2 be obtained from G1 and G2, respectively, by adding an edge between the vertices of R = {r1, r2} =
V(G1) ∩ V(G2). Then
mrF(G) = min{ mrF(G1) + mrF(G2),
mrF(G1 − r1) + mrF(G2 − r1) + 2,
mrF(G1 − r2) + mrF(G2 − r2) + 2,
mrF(G1 − R) + mrF(G2 − R) + 4,
mrF(H1) + mrF(H2),
mrF(G1/r1r2) + mrF(G2/r1r2) + 2}.
Any graph G which has a vertex of degree 2 has a 2-separation of the form (G1, P3) where the
endpoints of P3 are the vertices in common. The following result gives a simplification of Theorem 2.4
in this situation.
Theorem 2.5 [14, Corollary 18]. Let F be a field, let G be a graph, and let v be a vertex of degree two in
G with neighbors u and w. In other words G has a 2-separation (G1, P3) where u and w are the pendants
vertices of P3. Let H1 be defined as in Theorem 2.4. Then
mrF(G) = min{mrF(H1) + 1,mrF(G1/uw) + 2}.
Lemma 2.6 [14, Lemma 10]. Let F be a field, let G be a graph, and let v1, v2 be vertices of G. Then
mrF(G/v1v2)  mrF(G) − 2.
Consider the bowtie graph with two nonadjacent vertices of degree two labeled u and v. The fol-
lowing lemma shows that the minimum rank of the vertex-sum at u, v of the bowtie and any graph H
is always equal to mr(H) + 2. When applying Theorem 2.4 to a graph the minimum of 6 terms must
be calculated. Not only will the following result be useful, but it is interesting that the minimum rank
of the vertex-sum depends only on the minimum rank of H.
Lemma 2.7. Let F be a field. Let (G1, G2) be a 2-separation of G such that G2 is the bowtie and {r1, r2} =
V(G1) ∩ V(G2) be vertices of degree 2 which are not adjacent in G2. Then
mrF(G) = mrF(G1) + 2.
Proof. Since G has a 2-separation we apply Theorem 2.4 to (G1, G2). For the values of the minimum
ranks of the graphs associatedwith G2, and to verify that they are indeed field independent, we simply
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cite the online database of graphs up through 7 vertices (see [12]). Let R = {r1, r2}, where r1 and r2
are non-adjacent vertices of degree two in G2. Now mr
F(G2) = mrF(G2 − ri) = mrF(G2 − R) = 2.
Let H2 be the graph obtained from adding the edge r1r2 to G2. Then mr
F(H2) = 3. The graph with
parallel edges G2/r1r2, obtained by identifying r1 and r2, is the diamond with an extra edge between
the vertices of degree 3. In order to compute mrF(G2/r1r2) when F = F2 we must consider the two
simple realizations of G2/r1r2, the diamond and C4. The minimum rank of either graph over any field
F is two. When F = F2, the simple realization is C4. Thus mrF(G2/r1r2) = 2 for any field F .
Filling in the appropriate values we obtain,
mrF(G) = min{mrF(G1) + 2,mrF(G1 − r1) + 4,mrF(G1 − r2) + 4,
mrF(G1 − R) + 6,mrF(H1) + 3,mrF(G1/r1r2) + 4}.
Wewill now show that each of the last five terms is greater then or equal tomrF(G1)+2. By the first
part of Lemma 2.1, mrF(G1 − ri)  mrF(G1) − 2. Thus mrF(G1 − ri) + 4  mrF(G1) + 2 for i = 1, 2.
Applying the same lemma twice, mrF(G1 −R)  mrF(G1)−4. ThusmrF(G1 −R)+6  mrF(G1)+2.
If r1r2 /∈ E(G1). ThenH1 andG1 differ byanedge.Applying the secondpart of Lemma2.1,mrF(H1) 
mrF(G1) − 1. Thus mrF(H1) + 3  mrF(G1) + 2. In the case where r1r2 ∈ E(G1), H1 has two edges
between r1 and r2. Thus mr
F(H1) = mrF(G1) or mrF(H1) = mrF(G1 − r1r2). In the latter case, if we
apply the same lemma,mrF(G1−r1r2)  mrF(G1)−1. Thus in both casesmrF(H1)+3  mrF(G1)+2.
By Lemma 2.6, mrF(G1/r1r2)  mrF(G1) − 2. Thus mrF(G1/r1r2) + 4  mrF(G1) + 2. 
Definition 2.8. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let e = vw be an edge of G. Let Ge = (Ve, Ee) be the
graphwith Ve = V∪{u} and Ee = E\{vw}∪{vu, uw}.We say that the edge e has been subdivided once
and call Ge an edge subdivision of G. Similarly, the graph obtained by subdividing the edge k times is the
graph with vertex set V(G) ∪ {u1, . . . , uk} and edge set E(G) \ {vw} ∪ {vu1, u1u2, . . . , uk−1uk, ukw}.
For example the graph obtained by subdividing an edge of K3, four times is the cycle on 7 vertices, C7.
One consequence of Theorem 2.5 is the following noted by [1].
Theorem 2.9 [1, Theorem 2.5]. Let F be a field, let G be a graph, let e be an edge incident to a vertex of
degree at most 2, and let Ge be the graph obtained by subdividing e once. Thenmr
F(Ge) = mrF(G) + 1.
Definition 2.10. LetG be a graph on n vertices. For a collection C of subgraphs ofG, we say that C covers
G, or that C is a cover of G, if every vertex and every edge of G is in at least one graph in C. A cover C is
edge-disjoint if every edge of G is in exactly one of the subgraphs of C.




As with mr(G), when F = R, will simply use rs(C).
Definition 2.11. Let T be a collection of graphs. A cover C is of type T if every graph in C belongs to T .
Example 2.12. Let G be the following graph.
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To obtain a clique cover of G, take the cliques induced by vertices {1, 2}, {1, 3},{2, 4},{3, 4, 5},
{4, 5, 7},{6, 7}, and {7, 8}. There are 7 cliques in this cover, and we can see that cc(G) = 7.
Now consider a cover where the cover type includes both cliques and stars. Construct a cover C
of G by including in the cover the cliques {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4, 5}, and the star associated with
vertices {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. Since a clique has minimum rank 1, and a star minimum rank 2, we see that
rs(C) = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 2 = 6, one less than the clique cover number.
Finally, consider a cover type consisting of cliques, stars, and cycles. Construct a cover C′ of G by
including in the cover the cycle on vertices {1, 2, 3, 4}, the clique {3, 4, 5}, and the star {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
Then rs(C′) = 2 + 1 + 2 = 5, one less than the rank sum of the previous cover.
We continue with a simple result over the real field.
Lemma 2.13. If G is a graph thenmr(G)  rs(C) for any cover C of G.
Proof. Let G1, . . . , Gm be the subgraphs of G in C. Choose Ak ∈ S(Gk) such that rank(Ak) = mr(Gk),
k = 1, . . . ,m. Define Âk to be the |G|× |G|matrices Âk = [̂a(k)ij ]where â(k)ij is a(k)ij if i, j ∈ V(Gk) and is
0 otherwise. Let A = c1Â1+· · ·+cmÂm where c1, . . . , cm are constants chosen so that no off-diagonal
entries of the Âk ’s cancel in the sum. Thus A ∈ S(G) and
mr(G)  rank(A)  rank(Â1) + · · · + rank(Âm) = mr(G1) + · · · + mr(Gm) = rs(C). 
Referring back to the graph G in Example 2.12, by Lemma 2.13, mr(G)  5 because we found a
cover whose rank sum is 5.
Considering the possibility of extending Lemma 2.13 to any field, we note that the proof abovemay
require us to work in an infinite field in order to choose the constants ck so that no off-diagonal entry
cancels in the sum; this is needed to guarantee A ∈ S(G). Such ck ’s may not exist in a finite field.
However, if the cover is edge-disjoint, then in the above proof, we can simply take A = A1 + · · ·+ Am,
and no off-diagonal entry will cancel since it will be non-zero in at most one of the Ak ’s. Hence, we
obtain the following result.
Lemma 2.14. If F is a field, G is a graph, and C is an edge-disjoint cover, thenmrF(G)  rsF(C).
Our goal is to show equality is possible for certain classes of graphs and certain types of covers.
Whenever we have a cover C for a graph G with mr(G) = rs(C), we will say that C is aminimum rank
cover of G. We will begin with some preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 2.15. Let F be a field, let G be the vertex-sum at v of G1, G2, and T a cover type that includes all
stars. If Gi and Gi − v all have edge-disjoint, minimum rank covers of type T, then so does G.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2
mrF(G) = min{mrF(G1) + mrF(G2),mrF(G1 − v) + mrF(G2 − v) + 2}.
For i = 1, 2, let Ci and C′i be edge-disjoint, minimum rank covers of Gi and Gi − v, respectively. Then
mrF(G) = min{rsF(C1) + rsF(C2), rsF(C′1) + rsF(C′2) + 2}.
If mrF(G) = rsF(C1) + rsF(C2), then let C = C1 ∪ C2. Since G1 and G2 do not share any edges and
rsF(C) = rsF(C1) + rsF(C2) = mrF(G), C is an edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover of G.
If mrF(G) = rsF(C′1)+ rsF(C′2)+ 2, let C be a cover of G consisting of all the graphs in C′1 and C′2 and
the star in G determined by v and all its neighbors. Since G1 − v and G2 − v do not share any edges
with the star and
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rsF(C) = rsF(C′1) + rsF(C′2) + 2 = mrF(G),
C is an edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover of G. 
Lemma 2.16. Let F be a field. Let G be a graph with a 2-separation (G1, G2) such that G2 is the bowtie,
and the common vertices are two vertices of degree 2 which are not adjacent in G2 (as in Lemma 2.7). Let T
be any cover type including cliques. If there is an edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover of type T for G1, then
there exists an edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover of type T for G.
Proof. By Lemma 2.7, mrF(G) = mrF(G1) + 2. Let C1 be an edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover of G1.
Let C contain all the graphs of C1 as well as the two cliques of the bowtie. Then C is an edge-disjoint
cover of type T for G. Since
rsF(C) = rsF(C1) + 2 = mrF(G1) + 2 = mrF(G),
it is a minimum rank cover as well. 
3. Minimum rank of outerplanar graphs
Definition 3.1. A graph G is outerplanar if G has a planar embedding such that every vertex is incident
to the outer face.
A minor of a graph G is a graph obtained from G by successive deletion of vertices or edges, and
contraction of edges. It is known that a graph is outerplanar if and only if it has no K4 or K2,3 minor [7,
p. 107]. In particular, the class of outerplanar graphs is closed under the operations of deleting vertices
and edges, and contracting edges.
Definition 3.2. We define a double cycle recursively as follows. The diamond is a double cycle. Any
edge subdivision of a double cycle is also double cycle provided that the edge which is subdivided is
incident with a vertex of degree two.
Observation 3.3. If G is a double cycle on n vertices and F is any field, thenmrF(G) = n − 2.
Proof. The diamond, which has 4 vertices, has minimum rank 2 over any field. By Theorem 2.9, the
minimum rank over every field goes up by one when an edge incident to a vertex of degree 2 is
subdivided. 
Definition 3.4. For a graph G we say that two induced cycles are adjacent if the intersection of their
edge sets is nonempty. In a 2-connected outerplanar graph a terminal cycle is an induced cycle which
is adjacent to exactly one other induced cycle. A partially terminal cycle is an induced, non-terminal
cycle which is adjacent to at least one terminal cycle and at most one non-terminal cycle.
Lemma 3.5. Any 2-connected outerplanar graph G is either a cycle, a double cycle, or has a terminal cycle
and a partially terminal cycle.
Proof. Let H be the graph obtained from G in the following way. Place a vertex in each inner face
of G and join two vertices of H with an edge if the corresponding faces in G are adjacent. In other
words H is the dual of G with the vertex corresponding to the outer face deleted. If H were to contain
a cycle C, then there would be a vertex of G lying inside of C. Such a vertex would not be incident to
the outer face, contradicting that G is outerplanar. Since G is 2-connected, H is connected. Thus H is a
tree.
IfH is K1 or K2, thenG is a cycle or a double cycle. OtherwiseH has at least 3 vertices. Every treewith
at least 3 vertices has a vertex of degree at least two which has at most one non-pendant neighbor.
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This vertex and one of its pendant neighbors correspond to a partially terminal cycle and a terminal
cycle in G, respectively. 
In the following two results, we will, for convenience, work over the real field. A field independent
version of Proposition 3.7 will follow.
Lemma 3.6. Let C be a cycle in a 2-connected outerplanar graph G, and suppose that C is a minimum rank
cover of G consisting of stars, cliques, cycles, and double cycles. Suppose further that there are at least two
edges of C that are covered by graphs in C other than C itself or a double cycle covering C. Then there is a
minimum rank cover of G that does not contain C or a double cycle that covers C.
Proof. Suppose C ∈ C and that C has k vertices. Then C contributes k − 2 to the rank sum. Two of the
edges of C are covered by some other graphs of C, so let C′ be the collection of subgraphs ofG consisting
of the graphs in C except for C, and the k − 2 copies of K2 for the rest of the edges of C not already
covered. Each of these contributes 1 to the rank sum of C′, so rs(C′) = rs(C). Since C is a minimum
rank cover, so is C′.
Similarly, suppose a double cycle on r vertices covering C belongs to C. This contributes r − 2 to
the rank sum. Define C′ to be the cover of G consisting of the graphs of C except for the double cycle,
the other cycle D of this double cycle, and the k − 2 edges of C not covered by the other graphs. Then
D has r − k + 2 vertices, so it contributes r − k to the rank sum of C′. Then rs(C′) = rs(C), so C′ is a
minimum rank cover. 
When considering a cover type consisting of cliques and stars, it is assumed that all stars in a cover
of that type are of order 4 or more. Since mrF(S3) = 2 and mrF(K2) = 1 over any field, S3 can always
be swapped for 2 copies of K2 without changing the rank sum.
Proposition 3.7. Let G be an outerplanar graph, and  the cover type consisting of cliques, stars, cycles,
and double cycles. Then there is an edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover C of G of type . Furthermore, any
cycles or double cycles in C are induced in G.
Proof. We proceed by induction on |G|. For our base cases, note that the result is clear for any clique,
star, cycle, or double cycle. So assume that G is not one of these graphs and that the theorem is true
for all outerplanar graphs of order less than |G|.
If G is disconnected, we simply take aminimum rank cover for each component. It is clear that their
union is a minimum rank cover of G. If G has a 1-separation (G1, G2), it is clear that G1, G2, G1 − v,
and G2 − v are still outerplanar. So by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.15, the result follows. So
suppose G is 2-connected. By Lemma 3.5, G has a terminal cycle and a partially terminal cycle. Wewill
look at several different cases.
(I.) Suppose G has a terminal cycle Ck , k  4. Let G′ be the graph with terminal cycle C3 such that
G can be obtained from G′ by subdividing an edge of C3 incident to a vertex of degree two, k − 3
times. Let u be the vertex of C3 that has degree 2 in G
′ with incident edges e and f . By Theorem 2.9,
mr(G) = mr(G′) + k − 3. By the induction hypothesis, there exists an edge-disjoint, minimum rank
cover C′ of G′ of typewhere the cycles and double cycles are induced.We now consider which graph
or graphs in C′ cover u, and its incident edges e and f .
Case 1. If e and f are not covered by a cycle or a double cycle in C′, then any graph in C′ which covers
e does not cover f and vice versa. Therefore the graphs in C′ can naturally be redefined as subgraphs of
G. We identify the edges e and f of G′ with the edges of Ck in Gwhich are incident to vertices of degree
more than two. This adjusted C′ covers all of G except for k− 3 edges of the terminal cycle Ck . Let C be
the appropriately adjusted C′ along with k − 3 copies of K2. Then C is an edge-disjoint cover of Gwith
rs(C) = mr(G′) + k − 3 = mr(G). All cycles and double cycles in C are also in C′ and so are induced
in G′. Since G and G′ differ only in the size of one terminal cycle, they are induced in G as well.
Case 2. If C3 ∈ C′, then let C = C′ − {C3} ∪ {Ck}. Then C is an edge-disjoint cover of G with
rs(C) = rs(C′) − 1 + (k − 2) = mr(G′) + k − 3 = mr(G).
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As in Case 1, all cycles and double cycles in C′ are induced in G′ and thus in G. Since Ck is a terminal
cycle of G it is induced in G by definition.
Case 3. If C3 is covered by a double cycle, B
′ in C′, let B be the double cycle inG obtained by replacing
C3 in B
′ with Ck . Then let C = C′ − {B′} ∪ {B} so C is an edge-disjoint cover of G with
rs(C) = rs(C′) + k − 3 = mr(G′) + k − 3 = mr(G).
Since B′ is induced in G′, B is induced in G. As in Case 1, all cycles or double cycles in C′ are induced
in G′ and thus in G.
(II.) Suppose every terminal cycle inG is of order 3. Let Ck be a partially terminal cycle ofG. Consider
G as the union of P3 and G1 where the vertices of P3 induce a terminal triangle adjacent to Ck . Note
that (G1, P3) is a 2-separation of G. Let u be the degree two vertex in P3, and v,w its neighbors. Then
by Theorem 2.5,
mr(G) = min{mr(H1) + 1,mr(G1/vw) + 2}
where H1 is defined in Theorem 2.5. Notice that H1 has a pair of parallel edges between v and w so
let H′1 be the simple realization of H1 not including the edge vw and H′′1 the simple realization of H1
with edge vw. Note that H′1 = G1 − {vw} and H′′1 = G1. Each of H′1,H′′1 , and the simple realizations
of G1/vw are outerplanar graphs on fewer vertices, so by the induction hypothesis, we can obtain an
edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover of type  where the cycles and double cycles are induced.
Case 1.mr(G) = mr(H′1)+1.Notice thatG can be thought of as the union ofH′1 and the K3 induced
by u,w, v. These do not share any edges. Let C′ be an edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover for H′1 and
let C = C′ ∪ {K3}, where the K3 covers u, v, and w. Then C is an edge-disjoint cover of G, with
rs(C) = rs(C′) + 1 = mr(H′1) + 1 = mr(G).
All cycles and double cycles in C′ are induced in H′1 by hypothesis. Since vw is an exterior edge of G, its
deletion creates a cut-vertex and thus a 1-separation (P,Q) of H′1. Exactly one of v andw lies in P and
the other in Q . Thus any induced cycles or double cycles in H′1 do not contain both v and w. Hence all
cycles and double cycles in C′ are induced G1 and therefore in G as well.
Case 2. mr(G) = mr(H′′1 ) + 1 < mr(H′1) + 1. Again, G can be thought of as the union of H′′1 and
the K3 induced by u, v,w. These do share an edge, so we will need to work a little harder to obtain
an edge-disjoint cover. Let C′′ be an edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover for H′′1 . We will look at what
covers the edge vw in C′′.
Suppose that vw is covered by the clique K2 induced by v and w. Then C′′ − {K2} is a cover for H′1
and
mr(H′1)  rs(C′′) − 1 < rs(C′′) = mr(H′′1 )
contradicting the case we are in.
If vw is covered by a star Swith central vertex v, then let S′ = S−w. Then C′′ − {S}∪ {S′} is a cover
for H′1. Thus mr(H′1)  rs(C′′) − 2 + 2 = mr(H′′1 ). Again this contradicts the case.
The case where vw is covered by a star S with central vertex w is similar.
If vw is covered by the partially terminal cycle Ck , then let B1 be the double cycle induced by Ck and
u, v,w. Let C = C′′ − {Ck} ∪ {B1}. Then C is an edge-disjoint cover of G with
rs(C) = rs(C′′) − (k − 2) + (k + 1 − 2) = mr(H′′1 ) + 1 = mr(G).
It was already noted that B1 is induced in G. Any other cycle or double cycle in C is in C′′ and thus
induced in H′′1 by hypothesis. Since H′′1 = G1, all such cycles and double cycles are induced in G.
If vw is covered by a double cycle B2, then B2 is induced and consists of the partially terminal cycle
Ck and some other adjacent cycle Cr . Note that B2 has r + k − 2 vertices. Let K3 be the clique induced
by u, v, andw. LetM be the set of cliques induced by the k−2 edges of Ck which are not edges of either
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K3 or Cr . Define C = C′′ − {B2} ∪ {Cr, K3} ∪ M. Then C is an edge-disjoint cover of G with
rs(C) = rs(C′′) − ((r + k − 2) − 2) + (r − 2) + 1 + (k − 2) = mr(H′′1 ) + 1 = mr(G).
Since B2 was induced in H
′′
1 = G1, Cr is induced in G1 and thus in G. Any other cycle or double cycle in
C is in C′′, and thus induced in H′′1 = G1. Furthermore they are induced in G.
Thus, nomatterwhat coversvw in theminimumrankcoverofH′′1 ,wecanconstruct anedge-disjoint,
minimum rank cover of G where the cycles and double cycles are induced.
Case 3. mr(G) = mr(G1/vw) + 2. Depending on how many vertices are in the partially terminal
cycle, G1/vw may or may not be a graph with parallel edges. So we will look at two cases.
Subcase 1. Suppose the partially terminal cycle is of order 3. We will distinguish the cases where
the partially terminal cycle has only one terminal triangle adjacent to it, or where it has more than
one.
If there is more than one, then we actually have a 2-separation with a bowtie. By the induction
hypothesis and Lemma 2.16, there exists an edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover for G. Furthermore, by
the induction hypothesis and the proof of Lemma 2.16, it is clear that any cycles and double cycles are
induced since the two cliques of the bowtie are clearly induced.
If there is only one terminal triangle, it is the triangle induced by u, v, and w. Let x be the other
vertex of the partially terminal triangle. When we identify v and w to obtain G1/vw, we get a double
edge betweenw and x. Let (G1/vw)
′ be the graph withoutwx, and (G1/vw)′′ the graph withwx. Then
we get two more cases within this case.
(a.) mr(G) = mr((G1/vw)′) + 2. Then G is the union of (G1/vw)′ and the diamond induced by
u, v,w, x. These do not share any edges, so let C′ be an edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover of (G1/vw)′
and let C = C′ ∪ {diamond}. Then C is an edge-disjoint cover of G with
rs(C) = rs(C′) + 2 = mr((G1/vw)′) + 2 = mr(G).
Note that (G1/vw)
′ is equal to G1 − v−wx. Sincewx is an exterior edge of G1 − v, its deletion creates
a cut-vertex. Thus (G1/vw)
′ has a 1-separation (P,Q). Exactly one of x andw lies in P and the other in
Q . Thus no cycle or double cycle in C′ contains both x and w. Hence all cycles and double cycles in C′
are induced in G1 − v and therefore in G. The diamond is always induced in an outerplanar graph, so
all cycles and double cycles in C are induced in G.
(b.) mr(G) = mr((G1/vw)′′) + 2. Then G is the union of (G1/vw)′′, the K2 induced by vx, and the
K3 induced by u, v,w. None of these share an edge, so let C′′ be an edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover
of (G1/vw)
′′ and let C = C′′ ∪ {K2, K3}. Then C is an edge-disjoint cover of G, with
rs(C) = rs(C′′) + 2 = mr((G1/vw)′′) + 2 = mr(G).
All cycles and double cycles in C′ are induced in (G1/vw)′′ = G1 − v, so they are induced in G.
Subcase 2. Now assume that the partially terminal cycle Ck has 4 or more vertices. Then G1/vw
is a simple graph. Let z be the vertex of G1/vw obtained by the identification of v and w. Notice that
G1/vw has a terminal or partially terminal cycle Ck−1. Let C1 be an edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover
for G1/vw. We will look at what possibly covers z in this cover.
If C1 contains a star S with central vertex z, then we may assume that star will cover two edges of
Ck−1 in G1/vw, so by Lemma 3.6 we can assume Ck−1 /∈ C1 and that Ck−1 is not covered by a double
cycle in C1. Let S′ be the star in G consisting of w and all its neighbors, and S′′ the star in G consisting
of v and all its neighbors except w. Let C = C1 − {S} ∪ {S′, S′′}. Then C covers G, since it covers G1,
as well as the terminal triangle. Since C1 is edge-disjoint, then C it is edge-disjoint by construction.
Also,
rs(C) = rs(C1) + 2 = mr(G1/vw) + 2 = mr(G).
Any cycle or double cycle in C is in C1, and thus induced in G1/vw. Since none of the cycles or double
cycles in C1 cover Ck−1, they are induced in G.
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If the cycle Ck−1 ∈ C1, then let B be the double cycle in G consisting of Ck and the terminal triangle.
Then mr(B) = (k + 1) − 2. Let C = C1 − {Ck−1} ∪ {B}. Then C is an edge-disjoint cover of G with
rs(C) = rs(C1) − ((k − 1) − 2) + (k + 1) − 2 = mr(G1/vw) + 2 = mr(G).
Since Ck and the terminal triangle are induced in G, B is induced in G. It follows that all other cycles and
double cycles in C are in C1 and thus induced in G1/vw. Since none of them cover Ck , they are induced
in G.
If Ck−1 is part of a double cycle B in C1, then let Cr be the other induced cycle in B. Let K3 be the
terminal triangle and letM be the set of cliques induced by the k−2 edges of Ck which are not covered
by K3 or Cr . Define C = C1 − {B} ∪ {Cr, K3} ∪ M. Notice that B has (k − 1) + r − 2 vertices, so
mr(B) = k + r − 5. Then C is a edge-disjoint cover of G with
rs(C) = rs(C1) − (k + r − 5) + (r − 2) + 1 + (k − 2) = mr(G1/vw) + 2 = mr(G).
Since B was induced in G/vw, Cr is induced in G. It follows that all other cycles and double cycles in C
are in C1 and thus induced in G1/vw. Since none of them cover Ck , they are induced in G.
Suppose C1 does not contain a star centered at z, Ck−1, or a double cycle that includes Ck−1. Create
a cover C′ for H′1 by redefining the graphs in C1 which cover z. This is done by replacing z with the
appropriate choice of either v or w. Then
mr(G)  mr(H′1) + 1  rs(C′) + 1 = rs(C1) + 1 = mr(G1/vw) + 1 < mr(G),
a contradiction. 
Note that double cycles can simply be covered with two cycles to achieve the same rank sum, so
they are not really necessary when using covers to compute the minimum rank of an outerplanar
graph. We included them in the cover type to obtain a edge-disjoint cover which will help us prove a
field independence result later. But for the real field we have the following immediate consequence.
Corollary 3.8. Let G be an outerplanar graph, and C the cover type consisting of stars, cliques, and cycles.
Then for the real field, there exists a (not necessarily edge-disjoint) minimum rank cover of G of type C. The
cycles in such a cover are induced.
This result allows us to compute the minimum rank of any outerplanar graph by finding the mini-
mum rank sum of a cover consisting of cliques, stars, and cycles. We will now use this to obtain a field
independence result for outerplanar graphs. We note that stars, cliques, cycles, and double cycles all
have field independent minimum rank [6].
Theorem 3.9 [14, Proposition 16]. Let G be a graph with no subgraph homeomorphic to K4. Thenmr
F(G)
is the same over any field F = F2.
Lemma 3.10. If G is outerplanar, thenmrF2(G)  mr(G).
Proof. By Proposition 3.7, we can obtain an edge-disjoint, minimum rank cover C of G consisting of
cliques, stars, cycles, and double cycles. By Lemma 2.14, mrF2(G)  rsF2(C) = rs(C) = mr(G). 
Lemma 3.11. If G is outerplanar, thenmrF2(G)  mr(G).
Proof. We proceed by induction on |G|. The result is clear for the base cases of K1, 2K1, or K2. Assume
the result for all graphs of order less than |G|. If G is disconnected, then the result is clear. If G has a
cut-vertex, then since the formula in Theorem 2.2 works over any field, the result follows.
So assume G is 2-connected. Since G is outerplanar, it has a 2-separation and Theorem 2.4 may be
used to calculatemrF2(G). Consider the casewheremrF2(G) = mrF2(G1)+mrF2(G2). All other cases
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where the graphs are simple are similar. Using the inductive hypothesis and Theorem 2.4 we have,
mrF2(G) = mrF2(G1) + mrF2(G2)  mr(G1) + mr(G2)  mr(G).
It could be that H1,H2, G1/r1r2, or G2/r1r2 are graphs with parallel edges. Recall that for a graph H
with parallel edges,
mrF(H) = min{mrF(G)|G is a simple realization of H}.
Further when F = F2, H has exactly one simple realization. Let H′ be the simple realization of H
overF2. Then using the inductive hypothesismr
F2(H) = mrF2(H′)  mr(H′)  mr(H) for any graph
H with parallel edges. 
Theorem 3.12. If G is an outerplanar graph and F is a field, thenmrF(G) = mr(G).
Proof. Let G be an outerplanar graph. Since G is outerplanar it has no subgraph homeomorphic to K4.
Thus by Theorem 3.9, mrF(G) = mr(G) for all F = F2. By Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11, mrF2(G) = mr(G).
Thus for any field F , mrF(G) = mr(G). 
Theorem 3.13. If G is an outerplanar graph, F is any field, and C is the cover type consisting of cliques,
stars, and cycles, then there exists a cover of G of type C whose rank sum ismrF(G).
Proof. By Corollary 3.8, the result holds over the real field. By Theorem 3.12, the minimum rank of an
outerplanar graph is the same over every field. 
Corollary 3.14. If G is a chordal outerplanar graph, and F is any field, and S is the cover type consisting of
stars and cliques, then there is a cover of G of type S whose rank sum ismrF(G).
Proof. We can obtain a cover using only cliques, stars, and cycles, but since G is chordal, there are no
induced cycles of length greater than 3. Since every cycle in the cover is induced, it is a clique of order
3. 
Corollary 3.15. If G is a tree, F is any field, and S is the cover type consisting of stars and cliques, then there
is a cover of G of type S whose rank sum ismrF(G).
4. Minimum positive semidefinite rank of outerplanar graphs
We will now look at an analogous result for minimum positive semidefinite rank.
Definition 4.1. We define theminimum positive semidefinite rank of a graph G, denoted mr+(G), by
mr+(G) = min{rank(A) | A ∈ S(G) and A is positive semidefinite}.
Wehave formulas formr+ for graphswith 1-separations and 2-separations, similar to the formulas
for minimum rank, but simpler.
Theorem4.2 [15, Corollary 2.4]. Let (G1, G2)be a 1-separation of a graphG. Thenmr+(G) = mr+(G1)+
mr+(G2).
Theorem 4.3 [15, Corollary 2.9]. Let (G1, G2) be a 2-separation of a graph G, and let H1 and H2 be
obtained from G1 and G2 respectively by adding an edge between the vertices of the separation. Then
mr+(G) = min{mr+(G1) + mr+(G2),mr+(H1) + mr+(H2)}.
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Definition 4.4. If C is a cover of a graph G, define the positive semidefinite rank sum of G, rs+(C), to be
the sum of the minimum positive semidefinite ranks of the graphs in the cover.
Lemma 4.5. If G is any graph and C is any cover of G, thenmr+(G)  rs+(C).
Proof. We proceed exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.13, choosing positive semidefinite Ak ’s and
positive constants ck . Then the same proof works since the sum of positive semidefinite matrices is
positive semidefinite. 
Theorem4.6. LetG be outerplanar, and letO be the cover type consisting of cliques and cycles (alternatively
think of these as just edges and cycles since G is outerplanar). Then there is a cover C of type O of G with
mr+(G) = rs+(C). Furthermore any cycles in C are induced in G.
Proof. We will proceed by induction on the order of G. The base case is trivial. If G is disconnected,
then the result follows by induction hypothesis applied to the connected components of G. If G has a
1-separation, (G1, G2), then by Theorem 4.2 we have mr+(G) = mr+(G1) + mr+(G2). For i = 1, 2
each Gi is still outerplanar, so by the induction hypothesis, there is a cover Ci of type O for Gi, with
mr+(Gi) = rs+(Ci). Let C = C1 ∪ C2. Then C is a cover for G with
rs+(C) = rs+(C1) + rs+(C2) = mr+(G1) + mr+(G2) = mr+(G).
By the induction hypothesis the cycles in Ci were induced in Gi and so any cycles in C are induced in G.
If G does not have a cut-vertex, then G has a 2-separation (G1, G2)where G2 is a path on k vertices
which induces a terminal cycle Ck . The pendant vertices of the path are in V(G1)∩ V(G2). By Theorem
4.3, mr+(G) = min{mr+(G1)+mr+(G2),mr+(H1)+mr+(H2)}. If mr+(G) = mr+(G1)+mr+(G2)
then proceed exactly as in the case where G has a cut-vertex. So suppose mr+(G) = mr+(H1) +
mr+(H2) = mr+(H1) + mr+(Ck) = mr+(H1) + (k − 2). Let H′1 be H1 with the edge between
the vertices of the 2-separation, and H′′1 the graph without. Then mr+(G) = min{mr+(H′1) + k −
2,mr+(H′′1 ) + k − 2}. Let C′ be a positive semidefinite minimum rank cover of H′1 and C′′ a positive
semidefinite minimum rank cover for H′′1 both of type O. Depending on which term achieves the
minimum, either C = C′ ∪ {Ck} or C = C′′ ∪ {Ck}, is a cover for G. Each adds k − 2 to the rank sum. So
rs(C) = rs(C′) + k − 2 = mr+(H′1) + k − 2 = mr+(G)
or
rs(C) = rs(C′′) + k − 2 = mr+(H′′1 ) + k − 2 = mr+(G).
The cycles in the C′ and C′′are induced in H′1 and H′′1 by the induction hypothesis, and so induced in
G. The only cycle in C which is in neither C′ nor C′′ is Ck . But Ck is induced in G, so all cycles in C are
induced. 
The previous theorem can be compared with the result found in [3] that the maximum positive
semidefinite nullity of an outerplanar graph is equal to the tree cover number of the graph. The tree
cover number is a generalization of the path cover number in which the covering class is expanded to
include all trees. One advantage to using Theorem 4.6, is that once an appropriate cover is found it can
be used to construct a matrix which achieves the positive semidefinite minimum rank.
5. Inertia sets of outerplanar graphs
Our results on the minimum rank of outerplanar graphs will help us approach the inertia problem
for outerplanar graphs. An introduction to the inertia problem can be found in [4,5].
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Definition 5.1. Given a real symmetric matrix A the inertia of A is the triple (π(A), ν(A), δ(A))where
π(A) denotes the number of positive eigenvalues of A, ν(A) the number of negative eigenvalues of A,
and δ(A) the multiplicity of 0 as an eigenvalue of A.
Notice that π(A) + ν(A) + δ(A) = n, where n is the order of the matrix. Thus, if we know the size
of the matrix that we are dealing with, then knowing any two entries of the inertia determines the
third. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 5.2. The partial inertia of a real symmetric matrix A, denoted pin(A), is the ordered pair
(π(A), ν(A)) where π and ν are as in Definition 5.1.
Definition 5.3. Given a graph G, the inertia set of G, denoted I(G), is the set of all possible partial
inertias that can be obtained by matrices in S(G). That is
I(G) = {(r, s) ∈ N× N | pin(A) = (r, s) for some A ∈ S(G)}.
(Here we include the number 0 inN.)
We note that for any real symmetric matrix A, π(A) + ν(A) = rank(A). Thus if G is graph on n
vertices and (r, s) ∈ I(G), thenmr(G)  r+s  n.With this inmind,we give the followingdefinition.
Definition 5.4. The k-line is the subset ofN×Nwhose coordinates add up to k, i.e. {(r, s) ∈ N×N |
r + s = k}. The trapezoid from the l-line to the k-line, denoted T[l, k], is the set
T[l, k] = {(r, s) ∈ N× N | l  r + s  k}.
Definition 5.5. A graph G on n vertices is called trapezoidal if I(G) = T[mr(G), n]. In other word, a
graph is trapezoidal if it can have every possible partial inertia not forbidden by the minimum rank or
number of vertices.
We will need to use the following known lemmas.
Lemma 5.6 [4, Lemma 1.1] (Northeast Lemma). Let G be a graph on n vertices and suppose A ∈ S(G)
with pin(A) = (π, ν). Then for every pair of integers (r, s)with r  π and s  ν , r + s  n, there exists
a matrix B ∈ S(G) with pin(B) = (r, s).
Lemma5.7 [4, Proposition 1.4] (Subadditivity of Inertia). Let A, B, and C be real symmetric n×nmatrices
with A + B = C. Then
π(C)  π(A) + π(B) and ν(C)  ν(A) + ν(B).
Definition 5.8. A real symmetric matrix A is inertially balanced if |π(A) − ν(A)|  1. A graph G is
inertially balanced is there is an inertially balanced A ∈ S(G) with rank(A) = mr(G).
We will now use our results on the minimum rank of an outerplanar graph to obtain some results
about the inertia sets of outerplanar graphs. Graphs with minimum rank 1 are inertially balanced
by definition. In [4], it is shown that all graphs with minimum rank 2 are inertially balanced. Thus
complete graphs and stars are inertially balanced. In [5] it was shown that cycles are inertially bal-
anced.
Theorem 5.9. If G is an outerplanar graph, then G is inertially balanced.
Proof. By Corollary 3.8, there exists a minimum rank cover C consisting of cliques, stars, and cycles.
Let C contain m cliques G1, . . . , Gm, p stars H1, . . . ,Hp, and q cycles F1, . . . , Fq. Each of these graphs
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is inertially balanced, so we can choose Ai ∈ S(Gi) such that pin(Ai) = (1, 0) or (0, 1), Bi ∈ S(Hi)
such that pin(Bi) = (1, 1) and Ci ∈ S(Fi) such that each Ci is inertially balanced. Furthermore we can
choose the Ai’s, Bi’s, and Ci’s so that
0 (π(A1) − ν(A1)) + · · · + (π(Am) − ν(Am)) (1)
+(π(B1) − ν(B1)) + · · · + (π(Bp) − ν(Bp))
+(π(C1) − ν(C1)) + · · · + (π(Cq) − ν(Cq))  1.
Then pad these matrices with zeros in the appropriate way (see Lemma 2.13), and let A ∈ S(G) be
the sum of all of them. Since the cover is not necessarily edge-disjoint, it may be necessary to scale
some matrices by a positive constant so that A ∈ S(G). Multiplying a symmetric matrix by a positive
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= rs(C) = mr(G).
Thus rank A = π(A) + ν(A) = mr(G) and the inequalities in (2) and (3) are equalities. Now (1)
simplifies to 0  π(A) − ν(A)  1, so G is inertially balanced. 
Theorem 5.10. If G is any graph such that the minimum rank is equal to the rank sum of some cover
consisting only of graphs whose inertia sets are trapezoids, then I(G) is a trapezoid.
Proof. Let mr(G) = r and let C = {G1, . . . , Gk} be such a cover of Gwith mr(Gi) = ri so∑ki=1 ri = r.
We will show that the point (m, r − m) ∈ I(G) form  r. The inertia set of each Gi is trapezoid, thus
we have the points (j, ri − j) ∈ I(Gi) for all i, where j ranges from 0 to ri. Since r1 + · · · + rk = r
and 0  m  r and the j’s range from 0 to ri, then for i = 1, . . . , k choose j1, . . . , jk such that
j1 + · · · + jk = m. Then let Ai ∈ S(Gi) with pin(Ai) = (ji, ri − ji). Pad these matrices with zeroes as
















(ri − ji) = r − m.
Then since rank A = π(A) + ν(A)  (r − m) + m = r = mr(G) we have equality in both cases, so
pin(A) = (m, r − m). So (m, r − m) ∈ I(G). Then by the Northeast Lemma, I(G) is a trapezoid. 
Corollary 5.11. If G is an outerplanar graph, then I(G) is a trapezoid if and only if there is a cover of G
consisting of only cliques and cycles whose rank sum is the minimum rank (so a star is not necessary to
achieve the minimum rank).
Proof. (⇒) If I(G) is a trapezoid, then mr(G) = mr+(G). Then by Theorem 4.6, there is a cover C
consisting of only cliques and cycles with rs+(C) = mr+(G). Then
mr+(G) = mr(G)  rs(C)  rs+(C) = mr+(G)
so we get equality. Thus the minimum rank is attained by a minimal cover of only cliques and cycles.
(⇐) In [5] it was shown that the inertia sets of cliques and cycles are trapezoids, thus by Theorem
5.10, I(G) is a trapezoid. 
The techniques in the above proofs can be used to determine points in the inertia set of an out-
erplanar graph and construct matrices with a given partial inertia. We illustrate with the following
example.
Example 5.12. Let G be graph from Example 2.12. We redraw it here for reference.
Then G is outerplanar, and a minimum rank cover C can be obtained by taking the cycle C4 induced
by vertices {1, 2, 3, 4}, the clique K3 on vertices {3, 4, 5}, and the star S5 on vertices {4, 5, 6, 7, 8},
as seen in Example 2.12. Thus mr(G) = 2 + 1 + 2 = 5. Let A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 1 0
1 2 0 1
1 0 2 −1
0 1 −1 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦







⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ S(K3), and C =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
∈ S(S5). Note that pin(A) = (2, 0), pin(B) = (1, 0), and
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pin(C) = (1, 1). Let Â, B̂, Ĉ be the matrices
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 2 −1 0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0






0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0
0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0
0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0






0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1





M = Â + B̂ + Ĉ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 4 1 2 0 0 0
0 1 1 3 2 0 1 0
0 0 2 2 2 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1




By Lemma 5.7, π(M)  2 + 1 + 1 = 4 and ν(M)  0 + 0 + 1 = 1, so since mr(G) = 5, we know
that pin(M) = (4, 1), so (4, 1) ∈ I(G).
Now, I(C4) has (2, 0), (1, 1), and (0, 2) along the minimum rank line, I(K3) has (1, 0) and (0, 1),
and I(S5) has only (1, 1) (see [5] for these inertia sets). Then adding up each possible inertia in the
same way as above, we can see that (4, 1), (3, 2), (2, 3), (1, 4) ∈ I(G).
Notice that (mr+(G), 0) and (0,mr+(G)) are the first points of the inertia set along the x and
y axes respectively. A minimal cover of only cliques and cycles for G can be obtained by the same
cycle C4 on vertices {1, 2, 3, 4}, and the cliques {3, 4, 5}, {4, 5, 7}, {6, 7}, and {7, 8}. Thus mr+(G) =
2 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 6. So (6, 0) and (0, 6) are in I(G), while (5, 0) and (0, 5) are not. Then by the
Northeast Lemma, the inertia set for G is as follows.
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6. Universally optimal matrices
As has been stated earlier, theminimum rank of a graph is dependent upon the choice of a field. One
interesting question is, given a graph G, does there exist a matrix A ∈ SF(G) which achieves mrF(G)
for every field F? For such a matrix to be an element of SF(G) for any choice of F , it is necessary that
the off-diagonal entries of A be 0, 1, or −1. Otherwise a non-zero off-diagonal entry over one field
may become a zero off-diagonal entry over a different field changing the graph associated with the
matrix. In order for the matrix to make sense over every field, it is necessary that the diagonal entries
be integers. This questionwas introduced in [6] andwas answered for a variety of different graphs. Let
rankF A denote the rank of a matrix Awhen considered over the field F .
Definition 6.1. A universally optimal matrix for a graph G is an integer matrix A such that every off-
diagonal entry of A is 0, 1, or −1, and for all fields F , rankF(A) = mrF(G).
Lemma 6.2 [6, Observation 2.4, Proposition 2.5, Lemma 2.13]. Every tree, clique, cycle, and double cycle
has a universally optimal matrix.
Theorem 6.3. Every outerplanar graph has a universally optimal matrix.
Proof. Let G be an outerplanar graph on n vertices. By Proposition 3.7, there exists an edge-disjoint
cover C of G consisting of cliques, cycles, stars, and double cycles such that mr(G) = rs(C). By Lemma
6.2, every graph in the cover has a universally optimal matrix, Ak . Appropriately embedding Ak in an
n × n matrix as in the proof of Lemma 2.13, we construct a matrix A such that A ∈ SF(G). Note that
rankF(A)  ∑ rankF(Ak) = mr(G). Since each Ak is an integermatrix, A is an integermatrix. Since the
cover is edge-disjoint, all the off-diagonal entries of A are 0, 1, or −1. Thus A is a universally optimal
matrix for G. 
Example 6.4. Let G be graph from Examples 2.12 and 5.12. To obtain a minimal edge-disjoint cover of
G, we use the double cycle on the vertices {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, and the star on vertices {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. The
double cycle is necessary for the cover to be edge-disjoint (note that the matrix obtained in Example




−1 −1 −1 0 0
−1 −1 0 1 0
−1 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦




0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
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is universally optimal for the star. The matrices Â and B̂ are
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
−1 −1 0 1 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0






0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1




Â + B̂ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
−1 −1 0 1 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
which is a universally optimal matrix for G.
7. Conclusion
Theorem3.13 gives a solution to theminimumrankproblemover anyfield for an outerplanar graph.
The minimum rank can be computed by determining a cover consisting of cliques, stars, and cycles
with minimal rank sum. Given a minimum rank cover of cliques, cycles, and stars for a graph G, a
matrix A ∈ S(G) achieving mr(G) can be constructed. This leads to the following questions.
Question 7.1. Is there a type T such that the minimum rank of any planar graph can be achieved by the
rank sum of some cover of G of type T?
Question 7.2. How far can the idea of covering with cliques, stars, and cycles be extended to give the
correct minimum rank?
Theorem 3.12 shows that theminimum rank of every outerplanar graph is independent of the field.
It is then natural to ask the following questions.
Question 7.3. Are outerplanar graphs a subset of a larger class of graphs whose minimum rank is also
field independent?
Question 7.4. Is it possible to characterize all graphs whose minimum rank is field independent?
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There are some computational advantages to knowing that a graph G has field independent min-
imum rank. The minimum rank of G could be determined by brute force over F2. If G has n vertices,
then there are at most 2n different matrices in SF2(G).
Theorem 4.6 also solves the minimum positive semidefinite rank problem for outerplanar graphs
in a similar way. We can ask analogous questions for minimum positive semidefinite rank.
Example 5.12 illustrates howsomepoints in the inertia set of an outerplanar graph canbe computed
from the inertia sets of graphs in the minimal cover. This motivates the following question.
Question 7.5. Is the inertia set of an outerplanar graph G determined by covers of G which consist of
cliques, cycles, and stars?
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